Military
- Marines out of Buj
- Germans still stuck
- APCs in Somalia

UN
- Support Beke request at UN

- Call Leonard
- Mr. Balde
- NCS requested SC to draft resolution to pull UN/IPR.
- See Arlene re. Kagame & what we say

Burundi
- What groups to reinforce calm & stability

- Call Steinberg re PK unity
  - Have instructions on 1st half on withdrawn
  - Decision = mandate.
GW: Ned is concerned re
- Bental will withdraw & suspend
- Shift changes later aren't there
to terminate. Ned thinks we may
have to wait till June to terminate.
Fear = Nam will come up.
- GW's point of view: terminate
- Sec. will talk to Bental

2 Americans left
2 small folded w. red label
(almost 10)

Kajali - calm. 4 & we trust
Burundi - 207 - Americans - almost 35
employees
- 25 + 20 < will be left
- 34 by